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The robruary 1983 - February 3 98 period caw several, iw,,,)ortFant develop-
ments in this rormarch program. The most import ant was the c%lvelopment of a
successful muon epi,n rotation facility at the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron
of 11rool;haven Nat-ional Laboratory. During May 1983 this facility, which was
proposed in 1970, finally came on line. During a run which l,a:sted three weeks
extensive beam studies were contluctod and a preliminary measurement: of muon
dopol,ari,raft.on in AZ at low temperature with zero magnetic fiol,d was cm-
ducted. 'ehis beam provides about;.. 2,400 u +/second on a sample 1 in 2 in area,
with 500 good events per second. Additional development work was done in
July 1983 while the beam was off for the usual s=orer maintenance ,period.
rrelim."nary preparations were made for a run which is anticipated to begin
inAMarch 1984. Virginia State University participants in the Brookhaven work
include Carey E. Stronach (P/I of NSG 1342), John Bilo^leau (former instuctor
of electrical engineering technology) and Lucian R. Goode (graduate student). F
Collaborators from other institutions include William J. Kossler (overall
grout leader of the Brookhaven MuSR effort) and three graduate students from
the College of William and Mary, Anthony T. Fiory of Bell Laboratories,
William F. Lankford of George Mason University, and Mohammed Numan of East
Carolina University. It is expected that the aluminum data will be published
in conjunction with results of related experiments to be done in the 1984 run.
A second major accomplishment was a selh' ►of•
 MuSR experiments on nickel
alloys, which was conducted at the Swiss Institute for Nuclear Research in
J!
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1^uE„^tt: i/ ^^ie :w x 1963. Mots of
	 data t,re irc:xxded as
	 A to this
rcrort, Those resultu will be reported, at the Wrginia Aaadc ity of Science
m ct• ing in May 1984 in Richmond, and at the Fifth RisO international Symposium
on t>citallurgy and Material Science in Soptember 1984 in Roskilde, Denmark. The
ab tr=act of the latter is included as Appendix B and a paper on this wu : will
ba pxrblisbad in the Riso Symposium proceedings. Collaborators on these studies
include Robert 1. Grynszpan of the Center for the Study of Metallurgical Chem-
istry, Vitry-sur-wOd ne, France, pascal Dassonval,l.e (a doctoral candidate at the
University of Paris), and Bruce D. Patterson of the University of Mrich. We
anticipate further studies of nickel alloys at Brookhaven during the 1984 run
and, possibly, add W onal experiments at the Swiss facility and/or the NXKIIEF
laboratory in the Netherlands. We expect that Lucian Goode will do his masters
thesis on the results of the Brookhaven experiments on nickel alloys:
a
r
i
r.	 }
1
r+
We are also pleased to report that a paper based upon the 1981/82 experi-
ments upon uniaxially strained iron crystals (done at the Swiss facility) was
accepted for publication by Hyperfine interactions in mid-1983, and should
appear in that journal in the near future. A preprint is included as Appendix
C of this report. Finally, a paper which was accepted for publication in 1982
(in Electronic Structure and Properties of Hydrogen in Metals, Plenum Publish-
ing Corp.) appears in that book, which was published in early 1983. A reprint
is included as Appendix D of this report.
Two students have been supported by this grant in 1983-84. Lucian Goode
is expected to complete his Master of Science thesis in MuSR by the end of
the summer of 19$4. Michael Davis is a sophomore who is also an experienced
electronics technician. He has been doing repairs and routine maintenance
upon a number of electronics units used in the MuSR experiments.
We are most pleased that NASA has supported this basic research, and
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that fl-lis work J.'j 'Con-tilluing to ).('?,-(Ave --ulivn^ ).t ( '-tt a "14r'Iber fill.'elilig Ir"VC110
undor NASA T*Nint V G-1-614. 'his new support, couplod with the Moceas of the
Brookhaven MlksR facili-Ly # obould tjonerate many exciting MuSR studies in the
coming years.
Roopcotfully submitted,
Carey 8. Stronach
Prircipal Investigator
robruary 28, 1984
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THE INTERACTION OF POSITIVE MUONS WITH IMPURITIPS IN NICK1,%
R.I. Grynszpan (*), P. Dasnonvalle (*), C.E. Stronach (+) i B.D. Patterson (0)
Centre d'Etudes de Chimle Metallurgique - CNRS,
15 rue G. Urbain, 94400 ViLry, France
Solid State Physics Reseavch Institute,
Virginia State University, Petersburg, Va. 23803 USA
Physics Institute, UniversiLy of Zurich,
Schoenberggasse 9, CII-8001 Zurich, Switzerland
The Muon Spin Rotation (JJSR) technique may be used to probe the micros-
copic electron density in Liaterials. It is found that a positive muon implanted
in a solid acts like a light proton (mp /m ll = 9) , migrating among interstitial
sites of the lattice and being attracted or repelled by chemical and/or struc-
tural defeats (i).
In pure nickel at room temperature (RT) , the muon feels a local magne-
tic field D-; 0.1361(5) Tesla . Mien passing close to a defect it will sense a
somewhat d2ferent field , and this will change the average B. experienced by
the ensemble of migrating muons in general by an amovnt proportional to C X , the
defect concentration ( AB U /B U ;= KXCX ). The constante of proportionality K X will
have a particular value KXo (corresponding to simple dilution) for muon migr'a-
tion which is unbiased by the impurities ( i. e * at sufficiently high tempera-
ture) . The magnetude of Kx will be smaller or larger than that of Kxo if the
muon is respectively repelled or attracted by the defect (2,3).
We report RT observations of average local field shifts in samples of
nickel doped wilt, up to 1.5 at. % of var.ous metallic elements. Our results, in
conjunction with the temperature dependent measurements of reference (2) , sug-
gest that impurities with full d electron shells (Cu, Au ; K X = -3 % per at. %)
tend to repel the mutes: whereas those lacking d electrons with respect to Ni
(Co, Fe, Mn; KX = +3 to +5 % per at. '%') attract the interstitial muon. Negative
values of K X as large as -15 % per at. % have been found for V and Cr impuri-
ties, indicating a large local change in the electron spin density. High tempe-
rature VSR and magnetization measurements are in progress to allow an unambi-
guous determination of the muon-impurity interaction and the impurity-induced
change in the local spin density.
Additional examples will be mentioned , including interactions of muons
with vacancies (4) and dislocations (5).
References:
Positive Muons and Pions in Material Science, Editors J. Chappert and R.I.
Grynszpan, North-Holland Publ., Amsterdam, i;i press (1984).
(2)_ W.J. Kossler , A.T. Fiory , W.F. Lankford , K.L. Lynn , R.P. Minnich, C.E.
Stronach, HXperfine Inter. 6 (1979) 93.
	
(3)_ C.E. Stronach, K.R. Quire, A.S. Arr6tt, B.D. Patterson, B. 	 ,
Lankford, A.T. Fiory, W.J. Kossler, J.J. Singh , J. Magnetism Magnetic Mater.,
25 (1981) 187.
Heinrich
Magne
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ter( 4 )- A. Moeslang, H. Graf, G. Balzer, E. Recknagel, A. Weidinger, Th. Wichert
R.I. Grynszpan, Phys. Rev. B, 27(5) (1983) 2674.
	
A.S. Arrott , B. Heinrich C.E. Stronach W.F. Lankford 	 J. Appl. Phys.
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Abstract: We report the i =^,4 resialto on unlrixi il, strasu- educed frequency
shifts in an Fe single crystal. Stress was applied
	 the <100> axis, which
was also the axis of magnetization induced by an external field.- The obsorved
frequency shift was -0.3 11i^0.023 Mz per 100 micro-strain, which corresponds to
aau /ae = +25,1±1-6 G/100pe. The positive sign arise: from the negative sign
of 13 11 itself. This result is interpreted as follows: The stress induces a
statistical population shirt between magnetically ine quitralent sites. Fxtxapo-
?a.tions From the calculations of Sugimoto and Fukai from Nb and V to Fe yield
order of magnitude agreement. The 4T(0) site system, seems more likely.
Introduction
We have measured the mugnic precession frequency shift produced by
uniaxirtl strain in an iron single crystal. The strain was along a <100>
direction, which was also the axis of magnetization which was induced by a
e^
1
w.
I . 1-
1 4' ^
Mt
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vi l Wod field. IMP prec(^,,-.,.Aun froquc;ncy iro j#r0j)W't;0 vv0. to I'llie av#',, rv, o
local Iviall ptic field Aii0h is often (lecopiposed with the u , rval definitlons
for the toriTis as:
D11 = B ext + B dem + BL + <B d > + B lif
We are interested in the change of B with applied uniaxial Utress:
AB	 Changes in B ext, B dem and B L arc small for our ')urpooes, and we find
that the changes in the liyporfine field arising from its variation with djs-
tance from host lattice ions are small, based upon the re sults of Butz et al.
for procession frequency shifts under hydrostatic preosure. Differences in
hyperfind field from one magnetically inequivalent site to another woulc l, need,
.	 Ito be of the fimne order as the dipole field differences to be talc
sideration and there seems to be no mechanism to produce such lar
What remains, u change J,vi <B 
d 
>, is primarily from disc
the nearest neighbor dipoles and from a change in the thermal ave
the magnetica].ly inequivalent sites, Thus we have
AB	 -2/9(B CBt )AE/kT + 1/3 (B P, +2B t)
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^;I.are
	
^(.a^ . 
12)(p l. `^ ) 100' 'i3 are the chaotic air-;..pi lbrancou for e: pi
sere the di.ngonal el.emonts of the double farce tens ox?' for a ration in Fe, N--Bt)
Is the difference In maGpeLic fields for the marnaticall,y inequi,val-ent nites
with tetrnt;onaal axtu 3 r arallel or perpeixl.", cul.aa`, rrjspoe iva l,y to the m tgnoti-
xation axis, mid 
e100 is the strain along the <100> direction. B +2B = 0	 + }
with no strain and in ceat.tsod to be finite by strain induced displ.a.coment of
	 i
,F
maagaactic dipoles oil
	 Fe host lattice sites, B& a ncl ^t depend strongly
on site configuration, local lattice distortion, and the shape of the muon's
	
A
v 0e function while undorCoing zero point motto ,. The first term in Eq. 2 is,	 j
as it turns out, the raost important.
kB ?ergzncn•b
IStxese experiments were carried out at ttae 7rE3 port of the SIN accele-
rator using the Mili pSR apparatus. The surface muons passed through a
2 x 5 rrum collimator to stop in the sample held in the "puller" illustrated
in Fig. 1. The temperature was approximately 300 K held constant by thermal
contact to temperature controlled flowing alcohol. The Long axis of the 1 x 4.6
x 16.1 rwn3 s ample was the stress axis, the magnetization axis, and was whin
less than 2 c' of the <100> crystallographic direction. The wide surface devi-
ated from <010 > by about 10°. The sample was ARMIC0 iron from Monocrystals, Inc.
Strain was measured directly on the sample with a strain gauge.
Positron detectors were upstream (B) and downstream (F) and the
initial polarization of the muon was upstream and perpendicular to the <100>
long axis of the sample. Date were fit to;
r
NF/B Nod'/Be-
t/Tu{l+ /-P[Fhe _t/Tl+ F e-t/T2 'ct,s (wit + ^) ]}
+ BF/B
	
(3)	 .
 A
yti(t
It
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FL 'an a F If refor to the -.0-raction of the dotwifiio wh!,.-h :4ro
	
jar,,Olel
and pc-rrond,11 cular, rearuetively, to the initial muon 	 A Plot of
FT/1-,,L versus Bext is oLawn In Fig. 2. The Initial value of 2.5 it) not too far
from 2 which cdoul.d be expected for rwidom domain oriontations, Above
B
ext , 150 G FT >> F L indicating nearly complete domain alipiment. F,,./FL remained
high so long as the aligning field war, pronent.
Figure 3 .hods our rooult for precession frequency versus strain.
The shift in frequency is -0.34 t 0.023 biz per loop strain. This corresponds
to: • DB 
P A 
Cloo L' 1,25.1.: 1.7  G per 1.0011
 
strain. The opposite sign since B 
11 
and
,Bext are antiparallel,
Discussion of the Results
To compare with experiment, we =5'u evaluf4t o 'Eq. 2. 13R
 
and Bt have
been calculated taking lattice site, lattice relaxation, and muon wave function
into account. Results for B 
P, 
are shown in Table 1. Since the second term of
,Eq. 2 is much smaller than the first term we make comparison between a theore-
tically based (Pl-P2)th and a (Pj.-P2),,xp which fits the observed frequency
shift ' (Pl-P2)th was obtained by extrapolating from the results of Sugimoto
and Fukai 3 for the bcc Nb and V to Fe by the lattice parameter. Sugimoto and
Fukai consider two site configurations for the muon which they call 4T(U) and IT.
The 4T(0) site is an octahedral site with simultaneous occupancy of the 4
neighboring tetrahedral sites, while a IT site is a single tetrahedral site.
This extrapolation yields: (p l-p2)th = 3.73 eV 4T')) and -1.23 eV IT. The
experimental results were corrected for the smaller second term using the same
percentage lattice distortion as Sugimoto and Fukal. obtained for Nb and muon
2	
..XP_y2_ 
_Z2/^2
wavefunctions of similar extent 	 P	 Ct 2off3/2	 ae— - e	 a = O.0 2,a;
(l./r2) 4T(0)	 r2 a IT). They are (pl
-P2	
1.8 ev 4T(0) and
-3 cV IT. There is order of magnitude agreement for either site, slightly better
ORIGINAL 
PAGE IS
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for ^,Ate 14T(0)	 -voa-1 bo olkttini,:a ^or 'he hT( 0) 1 V tLe
midtl)orinu Iona have thf;Ir	 re(Iliced by the pre mice of the Pima.
Achlowl p!%(,pr!lentp
We would like to thank W. itilndig and P. F. veicr for their hoopite-14-
ty, 000l,,eration mitl tolorwice. 'Mis work was ompported in aprt by NON Grunt
DMR 8007059 and 1M.-IM Grant M33G 1342.
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Figure I Rxpurii.,ionbal Apparatus.
VIC"re 2	 versus Be... F,2(r'L) is the .4"raction of domains aligned
'Lormisverse f Ixtrallel) to the muon's initial polarization.
Figure 3 Mluon prec000ion frequency verous strain. The open circles repro-
sent the observed frequency observed inunediatoly after the stress
was released which produced the indicated strain for the full
circle point. I
I
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Table 1. Dipolar Fields under Various Conditions
Lattice	 Rl gid	 .^ .^	 Relaxed
a	 a.19	 a=.19
Muon	 Point
	
Point .15--.19
	 $ = . 15	 R = .25
B (kG) W(0)	 18.64	 13.56	 13	 9.3
IT
	
-5.2ti	 -3.73
	
-3.7	 -	 -4.8 1
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BEHAVIOR OF POSITIVE NUONS IMPLANTED IN IRON ALLOYS
C.E. SLronanh'', K.R. Squire i' , A.S. ArrotJ
B. Heinricht, V,V. La.nkford^, W.J, Kosslert
and J.J. Singh
'I'Virginia State University, Petersburg, VA 23603
Eamon Fraser University, Burnaby, BC Canada V5A 1S6
'40eorge Marion University, Fairfax, VA 22030
j'College of William and Mary, Williamsburg
VA 231M
3*I4ASA Langley Research Center, Hampton
VA 23665
ABSTRACT
Muon spin rotation measurements were made upon Fe alloyed with
small amounts of N, Al, Si, Ge ,  Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Co, Nl, Nb, Mo and
W. The measurements are described and the results are discussed in
terms of the effect of impurities and associated strain upon Bu
and Bhf`
INTRODUCTION
We employed JASR for a study of iron alloys. The time dependent
angular correlation of the muon's positron decay precesses at +
13.552 Mliz-73 (KG) where BU is the average field sensed by a u
implanted into the sample. See ref. l for more detail on the
technique.
The experiments were conducted at the TRIUMP cyclotron facility.
As previously mentioned, one obtains the local field Bu directly
from the precession frequency. With no external field applied, and
with the,,'dipolar fields averaged to zero by the motion of the muon,
Bu
 has otlly two major contributions, the Lorentz cavity field
BL = 4wM;%3, and the contact hyperfine fi^ld Bhf , Which arises from
a polarised electron density about the p
	 The hyperfine field is
then given by
617
^v+
Yf :Ka' dhtlt^
re
to
71	
- - ---
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lif " B jj - Soh
For Fe at rnom temperature B L I.-, nl,out 7.2 KG and B11 
is 
about
-3.6 KG, so valuen for B hf (ire of the order of -10.8 KG,
• We parameterize the effect of the Impurity upon the hyperfine
field by calculating the fractional change In the hyperfine field,
normalized to the impurity concentration, ABhf/c Bhf . For most of
the alloys this hris boon aotermined only at room tcr.,pera"wre, but
for Pc(Mo) and Vc(Al) it has been mottsured over a mange of tempera-
tures.
HYMITINE FIELDS
The table below oumtnarizes our dot erminat Ions of ABIIf/c BlIf
at room temperature:
Impurity A7'br/c Bhf
-8
Al -0.23
Si 0,42
Ge 0
Cr -0.09
Mo -0.72
W
-0-79
Ti
-13
V -1.10
Cr -0,09
Mn
-1-10
Co 0,2
Ni -4.4
If an impurity served only to dilute the hyperfine field by
acting as a non-maGnetic hole at a substitutional lattice site, with
random site sampling by the jj + ' one has ABhf/c B f -- -1. We note
that Mo, W, V and Mn approximate such behavior at room temperature,
while Cr, Al and Si decrease the magnitude of Bhf considerably less
than predicted by pure dilution. These results for Al and Bi may
be at least partially explained by the mechanism described in ref. 2,
in which the temperature dependence of Bhf in Fe(Al) was measured.
An increase in ABhf/c Bhf . with increasing temperature suggests that
P+ are repelled from solutes with p-wave bonding electrons, and thus
experience smaller s-,'. t e effects. Even so, the high-temperature
limit (or random sampling limit) of ABhf/c Bhf for Fe(Al) is still
only z -0-35.
r.
W '^.
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Co, which Increases both the r,)ment per ve atom and the curie
tt..;qiuraturo (To), Is the only :elute which ri0,es Bhf more no,;ative.
Go, which nl.co increases the moment per Fe atom and To, has the
next most positive effect, zero.
Or is out of line in both the vortical Cr, Mo, W and horizontal
W, Or, Mn sequences in the periodic table. To the bout of our
knowledge there is no other charactorintic of these alloys for
which this is soon. We can only speculate that Cr Impurities
produce less internal strain In the crystals than the other Impuri-
ties do.
Ti, Ni and N impurities produce- very '"rp& ',e reductions in the
magnitude of Bhf , each being several t1r.Q3 the prediction of pure
dilution. Again, this may be ilue In part to non-random site
sampling by the 11'1% The te.-I.purature dorondence of P11f was measured
for Fe(MQ) and it showed an effect opposite to that found for
Fe(Al): the p+ is apparently attracted to 14o impurity sites in
Fe. 3 The effect of Ti is about double what- one would obtain if
Bhf were reduced to zero at all zitoz a(Ijacent to Ti imparitics.
Studies of Fc(Ti) at higher to! ,uporaturan -.Low that while
JAPhp/c B ilf I >> 1, it is decreasing with Increasing temperature.
This suggests that the Fo(Ti)re.oult may arise, in part, from
preferential sampling by the 11+ of sites adjacent to Ti atoms.
A study of the t onperat-ure dependence of B in Fe(Cc) showed
an hysteresis effect upon annealing, (Fig. 1). 1111he norm of the
B,,(T) curve changed upon annealing, apparently because of the
release of internal strains in the annealing process,
A JarL;e decrease in B r 	found in the two,pbaoe alloy
Fe + Fe?'^,.Ib, compared with	
a
e pure Fe from the stock material from
which a^l the alloys were formed. This sample consists of Fe2Nb
inclusions in a pure Fe matrix. Two samples with different Nb
concenl.wations showed that the reduction in 
'IV is more pronounced
with greater Nb concentration. This is contrary to the naive expec-
tation that, since all 11+ spin rotation takes place in the pure Fe,
the frequency of the signal would be unchanged by the Fe2Nb inclu-
sions with only the amplitude changing. This reduction in magnitude
of B is of the order of magnitude of Fe anisotropy fields around
inclusions and may result from weak trapping of the p+ around these
inclusions.
STRAIN EFFECTS
The observation that in some cases the presence of impurities
in Fe decreases the magnitude of Bhf more than pure dilution, the
shift of B in Fe(Ge) upon annealing, and the decrease in the mag-
nitude of Bp
 with addit 4.;:,n of Fe2Nb inclusions all lead us to the
If
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belief that strain plays a major role in 44tormining the field
seen by the 11
Ohoar strains break the symmetry of -the dipole lattice in Fe.
With complete bcc lattice symmetry the diffusion of the p+ averages
the dipolar fields to zero. However, shear strains could give a
net dipolar field perpendicular to the magnetization. Computer
simulations of there fields show that 
14 
the net effect upon p is
to decrease the precession frequency.
The recent observation that uniaxial tension decreaves I in
single crystals of Fe supports the motion of strain sensitiv5l^ ,y to
Bu.
HIGH TEVERATURE MEASURWENTS
The problem of non-random sampling of sites by the P+ can pre-
sumably be overcome by providing the muons with sufficient thermal
energy that kT is much greater than the attractive/repulsive poten-
tials at interstitial sites adjacent to impurity atoms. Measurements
at such high temperatures (approaching Tc) are fraught with aiffi-
culties. Assuming that the practical problem of constructing ovens
i j
i
,t
a1
b.
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wh itrh can .'."_ ' ttta1n w t'il k i f; ertvii t.'t t-f I'C'S' t.s °lt	 lo t,r1 ter-
VC.e, t'4110	 also tit,t vrr^Ine it;lo t.rx; sr k.i. tit tI of tLe alloy t,n a
fanotion of t(mr,(^rnture. Thin vaarico, rrtkak " fir ta* ,ar Tc ) anti the
rarprox4.,ation hcxetoforo urcd of oaaiint, tl.== r.cat nc ti arti:,rt c;urvt, of
Zure Fe to the :,i(T = OK) rand Te values of the alloy probably in not
;uffic.1eantly accuratse, Therefore 'heath pread, ion JWR cxperit.ict►tts and
magrlcti ation :Wasurecnontn will he necesoary to fully exploit this
area of ctudy,
ASl i3kliT Y 7,A,k9r,.'e ;^, t'k'S
alac,-,e cattailiar were performed at TRIUMF, which is opora.ted by
the University of Alberta, the Univoro*ity of British Colufibla,
Simon Fraser I!taivc rr ity, and the Univernity of Victoria witlt the
aupport of the Nfttural, Seim-eo rind Ftigineering Rt y oearch Council. of
Canada, The exyuriments were oupported in part by the National
Aeronautics and "pace Adm niotration (CPS and JJiJ) and the
National ;'cienc o Foundation U.•`ki8007059 (WK). We appreciate the
help received from J. Brewer, P. Percival, T. .`%zuki and Y. Uondra..
A. T. Flory and B. D, Patterson participated in the initial studies
of Fv a'tl.oyo.
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